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Beginning with a basic primer on reverse engineeringincluding computer internals, operating systems, and
assembly language-and then discussing the various
applications of reverse engineering, this book
provides readers with practical, in-depth techniques
for software reverse engineering. The book is broken
into two parts, the first deals with security-related
reverse engineering and the second explores the
more practical aspects of reverse engineering. In
addition, the author explains how to reverse engineer
a third-party software library to improve interfacing
and how to reverse engineer a competitor's software
to build a better product. * The first popular book to
show how software reverse engineering can help
defend against security threats, speed up
development, and unlock the secrets of competitive
products * Helps developers plug security holes by
demonstrating how hackers exploit reverse
engineering techniques to crack copy-protection
schemes and identify software targets for viruses and
other malware * Offers a primer on advanced reverseengineering, delving into "disassembly"-code-level
reverse engineering-and explaining how to decipher
assembly language

PC Magazine
The worldwide video game console market surpassed
$10 billion in 2003. Current sales of new consoles is
consolidated around 3 major companies and their
proprietary platforms: Nintendo, Sony and Microsoft.
In addition, there is an enormous installed "retro
gaming" base of Ataria and Sega console enthusiasts.
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This book, written by a team led by Joe Grand, author
of "Hardware Hacking: Have Fun While Voiding Your
Warranty", provides hard-core gamers with they keys
to the kingdom: specific instructions on how to crack
into their console and make it do things it was never
designed to do. By definition, video console game
players like to have fun. Most of them are addicted to
the adrenaline rush associated with "winning", and
even more so when the "winning" involves beating
the system by discovering the multitude of "cheats"
built into most video games. Now, they can have the
ultimate adrenaline rush---actually messing around
with the soul of the machine and configuring it to
behave exactly as the command. This book builds on
the motto of "Have Fun While Voiding Your Warranty"
and will appeal to the community of hardware geeks
who associate unscrewing the back of their video
console with para-jumping into the perfect storm.
Providing a reliable, field-tested guide to hacking all
of the most popular video gaming consoles Written by
some of the most knowledgeable and recognizable
names in the hardware hacking community Game
Console Hacking is the first book on the market to
show game enthusiasts (self described hardware
geeks) how to disassemble, reconfigure, customize
and re-purpose their Atari, Sega, Nintendo,
Playstation and Xbox systems

Computer Buyer's Guide and Handbook
Up to date and accessible, this comprehensive
reference to the TCP/IP networking protocols will
become a valuable resource for any IT professional
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and an excellent text for students.

Mike Meyers' CompTIA A+ Guide to
Managing and Troubleshooting PCs, Fifth
Edition (Exams 220-901 & 220-902)
Provides information on designing a VoIP or analog
PBX using Asterisk, covering how to install, configure,
and intergrate the software into an existing phone
system.

Raspberry Pi User Guide
The automotive industry appears close to substantial
change engendered by “self-driving” technologies.
This technology offers the possibility of significant
benefits to social welfare—saving lives; reducing
crashes, congestion, fuel consumption, and pollution;
increasing mobility for the disabled; and ultimately
improving land use. This report is intended as a guide
for state and federal policymakers on the many issues
that this technology raises.

The Visual Guide to Minecraft
PC Magazine Guide to Home Networking
Networking with MikroTik: An MTCNA Study Guide is
an introduction to the MikroTik network platform and
an exploration of the MTCNA certification topics.
Written by the author of the MikroTik Security Guide
and the leading English-language MikroTik blog at
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ManitoNetworks.com, this book covers everything you
need to get started with RouterOS. Topics include the
following: Introduction to MikroTik RouterOS Software
MikroTik Defaults Accessing MikroTik Routers
Managing Users in RouterOS Configuring Interfaces
Network Addresses Routing and Configuring Routes
VPNs and Tunnels Queues Firewalls NAT Wireless and
Wireless Security Troubleshooting Tools RouterOS
Monitoring The Dude For any network administrators
getting started with MikroTik, preparing to sit for the
MTCNA exam, or just wanting to learn more of the insand-outs of RouterOS this is the book to get you
started.

Real-Time Rendering
Scores of talented and dedicated people serve the
forensic science community, performing vitally
important work. However, they are often constrained
by lack of adequate resources, sound policies, and
national support. It is clear that change and
advancements, both systematic and scientific, are
needed in a number of forensic science disciplines to
ensure the reliability of work, establish enforceable
standards, and promote best practices with consistent
application. Strengthening Forensic Science in the
United States: A Path Forward provides a detailed
plan for addressing these needs and suggests the
creation of a new government entity, the National
Institute of Forensic Science, to establish and enforce
standards within the forensic science community. The
benefits of improving and regulating the forensic
science disciplines are clear: assisting law
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enforcement officials, enhancing homeland security,
and reducing the risk of wrongful conviction and
exoneration. Strengthening Forensic Science in the
United States gives a full account of what is needed to
advance the forensic science disciplines, including
upgrading of systems and organizational structures,
better training, widespread adoption of uniform and
enforceable best practices, and mandatory
certification and accreditation programs. While this
book provides an essential call-to-action for congress
and policy makers, it also serves as a vital tool for law
enforcement agencies, criminal prosecutors and
attorneys, and forensic science educators.

Wireless Home Networking For Dummies
Thoroughly revised, this third edition focuses on
modern techniques used to generate synthetic threedimensional images in a fraction of a second. With the
advent of programmable shaders, a wide variety of
new algorithms have arisen and evolved over the past
few years. This edition discusses current, practical
rendering methods used in games and other
applications. It also presents a solid theoretical
framework and relevant mathematics for the field of
interactive computer graphics, all in an approachable
style. The authors have made the figures used in the
book available for download for fair use.:Download
Figures. Reviews Rendering has been a required
reference for professional graphics practitioners for
nearly a decade. This latest edition is as relevant as
ever, covering topics from essential mathematical
foundations to advanced techniques used by today’s
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cutting edge games. -- Gabe Newell, President, Valve,
May 2008 Rendering has been completely revised and
revamped for its updated third edition, which focuses
on modern techniques used to generate threedimensional images in a fraction of the time old
processes took. From practical rendering for games to
math and details for better interactive applications,
it's not to be missed. -- The Bookwatch, November
2008 You'll get brilliantly lucid explanations of
concepts like vertex morphing and variance shadow
mapping—as well as a new respect for the incredible
craftsmanship that goes into today's PC games. -Logan Decker, PC Gamer Magazine , February 2009

Designing A Wireless Network
The Red Team Field Manual (RTFM) is a no fluff, but
thorough reference guide for serious Red Team
members who routinely find themselves on a mission
without Google or the time to scan through a man
page. The RTFM contains the basic syntax for
commonly used Linux and Windows command line
tools, but it also encapsulates unique use cases for
powerful tools such as Python and Windows
PowerShell. The RTFM will repeatedly save you time
looking up the hard to remember Windows nuances
such as Windows wmic and dsquery command line
tools, key registry values, scheduled tasks syntax,
startup locations and Windows scripting. More
importantly, it should teach you some new red team
techniques.

The Wireless Networking Starter Kit
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This is the quick, visual, one-stop tutorial for everyone
who wants to get maximum fun and entertainment
out of their Xbox 360, Xbox Live, and Kinect
controller. Gaming experts Christina and Bill Loguidice
cover everything Xbox has to offer, uncovering cool
features and tools most users won't ever discover on
their own. You learn how to get started with Xbox
360; fast-network your Xbox 360s; run the media
content in your Windows PCs; personalize your Xbox
experiences; find great stuff on Microsoft's Game,
Video, and Music Marketplaces; get acquainted with
your Xbox friends and communities; get to know the
Kinect controller and Hub; and find great Kinect
games and get better at playing them. This book's
concise, step-by-step instructions link to callouts on
Xbox screen captures that show you exactly what to
do. Tips and Notes help you discover powerful new
techniques and shortcuts, and Help features guide
you past common problems. This book is designed for
all 50,000,000 Xbox 360 owners: from those who've
just purchased their first system, to those diving
headfirst into Kinect gaming, to millions of Xbox Live
subscribers who want to get even more out of
Microsoft's online services.

Mac User's Guide to Living Wirelessly
The only way to stop a hacker is to think like one!
Wireless technology is a new and rapidly growing field
of concentration for network engineers and
administrators. Innovative technology is now making
the communication between computers a cordless
affair. Wireless devices and networks are vulnerable
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to additional security risks because of their presence
in the mobile environment. Hack Proofing Your
Wireless Network is the only book written specifically
for architects, engineers, and administrators
responsible for securing their wireless networks. From
making sense of the various acronyms (WAP, WEP,
SSL, PKE, PKI, SSL, SSH, IPSEC) to the implementation
of security policies, plans, and recovery protocols, this
book will help users secure their wireless network
before its security is compromised. The only way to
stop a hacker is to think like onethis book details the
multiple ways a hacker can attack a wireless network
- and then provides users with the knowledge they
need to prevent said attacks. Uses forensic-based
analysis to give the reader an insight into the mind of
a hacker With the growth of wireless networks
architects, engineers and administrators will need this
book Up to the minute Web based support at
www.solutions@syngress.com

Strengthening Forensic Science in the
United States
Networking--it's not just for the office any more.
Here's how to get all your electronic devices on the
same team Ready to plunge into creating your own
home network? You couldn't ask for a better guide
through the networking maze than PC Magazine
contributing editor Les Freed. From why you should
network to whether you need a switch or a hub and
how to hook in your Playstation, reading this book is
like having Les drop by and set the whole thing up for
you. And you don't even need to move those back
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issues of PC Magazine off the couch. * With expert
advice, you can't go wrong * Check out all the
advantages of a home network * Get a crash course in
networking technology * Design the network that fits
your needs and your budget * Compare wired and
wireless products * Learn how to prepare your
computers for networking * Whip up a specialized
recipe from the Home Networking Cookbook * Protect
your investment with troubleshooting tips * Build a
network using the existing wiring in your home *
Discover how to keep your private information private
* Make all your home entertainment devices part of
the network Visit www.wiley.com/compbooks/pcmag

CWNA Certified Wireless Network
Administrator Official Study Guide (Exam
PW0-100)
Essential Skills for a Successful IT Career Written by
the leading authority on CompTIA A+ certification and
training, this four-color guide will help you become a
certified IT professional with proven expertise in
hardware and software, and help you pass CompTIA
A+ exams 220-901 and 220-902. Mike Meyers’
CompTIA A+ Guide to Managing and Troubleshooting
PCs, Fifth Edition offers complete coverage of the
latest exam objectives. You’ll get on-the-job tips, endof-chapter review questions, and hundreds of color
photographs and illustrations. Learn how to: Work
with CPUs, RAM, microprocessors, BIOS,
motherboards, power supplies, and other PC
components Install, configure, and troubleshoot hard
drives Manage peripheral devices and removable
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media Install, upgrade, and maintain operating
systems, including Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux
Troubleshoot common computer problems Establish
users and groups Set up video and multimedia cards
Administer smartphones, tablets, and other mobile
devices Install and configure wired and wireless
networks Connect to the Internet Secure your PC and
your network Install, configure, and manage printers
and multifunction devices Work with the latest
virtualization technologies Understand safety and
environmental issues Electronic content includes:
Practice exams for 901 & 902 One hour+ of free video
training from Mike Meyers TotalSim simulations of
performance-based questions Mike's favorite free PC
tools and utilities A complete PDF copy of the book
Instructor resources available: Instructor's Manual
Power Point slides for each chapter with photographs
and illustrations from the book Test Bank cartridges
with hundreds of questions for use as quizzes and
exams Answers to the end of chapter sections are not
included in the book and are only available to
adopting instructors

Squid Proxy Server 3.1
Provides readers with tips, techniques, and strategies
for playing Minecraft, including how to construct a
shelter, furnish buildings, manage farms, craft and
enchant items, and create redstone projects.

A Newbies Guide to Xbox 360
This book details how to install, configure, and use
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Windows Home Server and explains how to connect to
and manage different clients such as Windows XP,
Windows Vista, Windows Media Center, and more. Its
straightforward and easy-to-understand style will help
you maximize all the benefits that Windows Home
Server can bring. This guide features step-by-step
instructions for configurations, lots of troubleshooting
tips, many useful illustrations for a quick-to-learn
approach, as well as handy hints, tips, and extensive
walkthroughs to get you up and running as quickly
and painlessly as possible.

Mastering pfSense
The Game Console is a tour through the evolution of
video game hardware, with gorgeous full-color photos
of 86 consoles. You’ll start your journey with
legendary consoles like the Magnavox Odyssey, Atari
2600, Nintendo Entertainment System, and the
Commodore 64. The visual nostalgia trip continues
with systems from the 1990s and 2000s, and ends on
modern consoles like the Xbox One, PlayStation 4,
and Wii U. Throughout the book, you’ll also discover
many consoles you never knew existed, and even find
a rare peek at the hardware inside several of history’s
most iconic video game systems.

The Insiders' Guide to Becoming a Yacht
Stewardess
Want to develop novel robot applications, but don’t
know how to write a mapping or object-recognition
system? You’re not alone, but you’re certainly not
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without help. By combining real-world examples with
valuable knowledge from the Robot Operating System
(ROS) community, this practical book provides a set of
motivating recipes for solving specific robotics use
cases. Ideal for enthusiasts, from students in robotics
clubs to professional robotics scientists and
engineers, each recipe describes a complete solution
using ROS open source libraries and tools. You’ll learn
how to complete tasks described in the recipes, as
well as how to configure and recombine components
for other tasks. If you’re familiar with Python, you’re
ready to go. Learn fundamentals, including key ROS
concepts, tools, and patterns Program robots that
perform an increasingly complex set of behaviors,
using the powerful packages in ROS See how to easily
add perception and navigation abilities to your robots
Integrate your own sensors, actuators, software
libraries, and even a whole robot into the ROS
ecosystem Learn tips and tricks for using ROS tools
and community resources, debugging robot behavior,
and using C++ in ROS

Windows 8 Absolute Beginner's Guide
MikroTik Security Guide, Second Edition, is the
definitive guide to securing MikroTik RouterOS and
RouterBOARD devices. It's built around industry best
practices, legal and compliance standards, and
lessons learned by the author during years of auditing
and consulting engagements. Links to industrystandard best practices and STIG documentation are
included to help enhance your MikroTik network
security program.Topics include physical and wireless
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security, locking down IP services, managing users,
configuring firewalls, segmentation with VLANs, and
more. Chapters include simple to follow descriptions
of how and why steps are performed, and easy copypaste commands you can run directly on your
RouterOS devices. Many of the topics included in the
guide also correspond with MikroTik's MTCNA
certification outline, so it's great for on-the-job use
and professional development.

Asterisk
Improve the performance of your network using the
caching and access control capabilities of Squid.

Kinect Hacks
A full-color, lavishly illustrated introduction to the
world of Final Fantasy VII Remake, presenting
information on characters, settings, gameplay, and
more! With its captivating characters, striking visual
design, and intense gameplay, Final Fantasy VII set a
new standard for the RPG genre and became one of
the top video game releases of all time. Now, with
Final Fantasy VII Remake, players return to Midgar in
a stunning new rendition of a timeless classic. This
World Preview volume offers both new players and
longtime fans essential information on characters,
settings, gameplay, and more, as well as introductory
comments from producer Yoshinori Kitase and
director Tetsuya Nomura.

A Star Is Bored
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Wireless home networks are better than ever! The
emergence of new industry standards has made them
easier, more convenient, less expensive to own and
operate. Still, you need to know what to look for (and
look out for), and the expert guidance you’ll find in
Wireless Home Networks For Dummies, 3rd Edition
helps you ensure that your wire-free life is also a
hassle-free life! This user-friendly, plain-English guide
delivers all of the tips, tricks, and knowledge you
need to plan your wireless home network, evaluate
and select the equipment that will work best for you,
install and configure your wireless network, and much
more. You’ll find out how to share your Internet
connection over your network, as well as files,
printers, and other peripherals. And, you’ll learn how
to avoid the “gotchas” that can creep in when you
least expect them. Discover how to: Choose the right
networking equipment Install and configure your
wireless network Integrate Bluetooth into your
network Work with servers, gateways, routers, and
switches Connect audiovisual equipment to your
wireless network Play wireless, multiuser computer
games Establish and maintain your network’s security
Troubleshoot networking problems Improve network
performance Understand 802.11n Whether you’re
working with Windows PCs, Mac OS X machines, or
both Wireless Home Networking For Dummies, 3rd
Edition, makes it fast and easy to get your wireless
network up and running—and keep it that way!

The Game Console
Business is on the move - mobile computing must
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keep up! Innovative technology is making the
communication between computers a cordless affair.
Mobile computing with laptops, hand helds and
mobile phones is increasing the demand for reliable
and secure wireless networks. Network engineers and
consultants need to create and build cutting-edge
wireless networks in both the small business and
multi-million dollar corporations. Designing Wireless
Networks provides the necessary information on how
to design and implement a wireless network.
Beginning with detailed descriptions of the various
implementations and architectures of wireless
technologies and moving to the step-by-step
instructions on how to install and deploy a fixed
wireless network; this book will teach users with no
previous wireless networking experience how to
design and build their own wireless network based on
the best practices of the Enhanced Services from
Lucent Technologies. * Timely coverage of new
technologies: Communication without cables is the
future of netwoking * Advocates wireless networking
solutions for any user, regardless of location, device
or connection. * Written by Experts. The authors are
leading WAN authorities at Lucent Technologies. * No
previous wireless experience is assumed, however,
readers should have a basic understanding of
networking and TCP/IP protocols

MikroTik Security Guide
Offers background information on wireless and wired
networks and step-by-step installation and
configuration instructions.
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The Ultimate Guide to Minecraft Server
LAN Switching and Wireless CCNA Exploration
Companion Guide Wayne Lewis, Ph.D. LAN Switching
and Wireless, CCNA Exploration Companion Guide is
the official supplemental textbook for the LAN
Switching and Wireless course in the Cisco
Networking Academy CCNA® Exploration curriculum
version 4. This course provides a comprehensive
approach to learning the technologies and protocols
needed to design and implement a converged
switched network. The Companion Guide, written and
edited by a Networking Academy instructor, is
designed as a portable desk reference to use
anytime, anywhere. The book’s features reinforce the
material in the course to help you focus on important
concepts and organize your study time for exams.
New and improved features help you study and
succeed in this course: Chapter objectives: Review
core concepts by answering the questions listed at
the beginning of each chapter. Key terms: Refer to
the updated lists of networking vocabulary introduced
and turn to the highlighted terms in context in each
chapter. Glossary: Consult the all-new comprehensive
glossary with more than 190 terms. Check Your
Understanding questions and answer key: Evaluate
your readiness with the updated end-of-chapter
questions that match the style of questions you see
on the online course quizzes. The answer key explains
each answer. Challenge questions and activities:
Strive to ace more challenging review questions and
activities designed to prepare you for the complex
styles of questions you might see on the CCNA exam.
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The answer key explains each answer. Wayne Lewis is
the Cisco Academy Manager for the Pacific Center for
Advanced Technology Training (PCATT), based at
Honolulu Community College. How To: Look for this
icon to study the steps that you need to learn to
perform certain tasks. Packet Tracer Activities:
Explore networking concepts in activities interspersed
throughout some chapters using Packet Tracer v4.1
developed by Cisco. The files for these activities are
on the accompanying CD-ROM. Also available for the
LAN Switching and Wireless course: LAN Switching
and Wireless, CCNA Exploration Labs and Study Guide
ISBN-10: 1-58713-202-8 ISBN-13: 978-1-58713-202-5
Companion CD-ROM **See instructions within the
ebook on how to get access to the files from the CDROM that accompanies this print book.** The CD-ROM
provides many useful tools and information to support
your education: Packet Tracer Activity exercise files A
Guide to Using a Networker’s Journal booklet Taking
Notes: A .txt file of the chapter objectives More IT
Career Information Tips on Lifelong Learning in
Networking This book is part of the Cisco Networking
Academy Series from Cisco Press®. Books in this
series support and complement the Cisco Networking
online curriculum.

Final Fantasy VII Remake: World Preview
Games systems used to be simple--plug into TV, put
in game cartirage, power onand occasionally spend
several minutes plugging dust out and putting it in at
just the right angle! Today game systems are more
than game systems--they are multi-media
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powerhouses. In the case of Xbox 360, it is a full on
computer. This guide will help you get the most out of
your Xbox 360 and everything that's built into it--from
adjusting parental settings to changing the way it
looks. GameCaps Walkthroughs was started as a way
of bringing cheap, reliable, and informative game
walkthroughs and system profiles. Our library is
growing more every month.

Programming Robots with ROS
Run your own Minecraft server: take total control of
your Minecraft experience! What’s more fun than
playing multiplayer Minecraft? Running your own
Minecraft server. Now there’s a complete, up-to-date
guide to doing just that–even if you have no
networking or server experience! Best-selling tech
author Timothy L. Warner covers all you need to
know, from the absolute basics to cutting-edge
customization. You’ll learn from crystal-clear, step-bystep instructions designed for today’s newest
Minecraft servers.Warner guides you through
prepping your computer and network…installing a
basic server and powerful third-party
alternatives…welcoming and managing
users…protecting against griefing and other
attacks…adding powerful plug-ins and mods…using
easy subscription hosting services…giving your users
a truly awesome game experience. This book’s #1
goal is to help you have more fun with Minecraft. But
you’ll also master practical skills for a well-paid
technology career! Gain deep multiplayer Minecraft
knowledge for running your server well Configure
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your computer to reliably host Minecraft Control your
server through the Minecraft Server console Connect
users, communicate with them, and set rules they
must follow Master basic networking skills for
improving server uptime and performance Safeguard
your server and users, and prevent griefing Simplify
complicated mods with integrated modpacks and
launchers Run on the Realms public cloud—let
Minecraft worry about maintenance and security
Evaluate and choose a third-party hosting provider
Customize your spawn “lobby” to help new users find
their way Support multiple worlds and teleportation
Earn cash with ads, sponsorships, cosmetic upgrades,
or VIP access Minecraft is a trademark of Mojang
Synergies / Notch Development AB. This book is not
affiliated with or sponsored by Mojang Synergies /
Notch Development AB. Timothy L. Warner is the
author of Hacking Raspberry Pi and The Unauthorized
Guide to iPhone, iPad, and iPod Repair: A DIY Guide to
Extending the Life of Your iDevices!. He is a tech
professional who has helped thousands of people
become more proficient with technology in business
and education. He holds the CompTIA A+ Computer
Technician credential and 20 other technical
certifications. As Director of Technology for a
progressive high school, he created and managed a
self-servicing warranty repair shop for all of its Apple
hardware. Now an author/evangelist for Pluralsight,
he shares Windows PowerShell scripting knowledge at
2minutepowershell.com.

Windows Home Server Users Guide
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Master Wicket by example by implementing real-life
solutions to every day tasks.

Rtfm
"A Star is Bored is an absolute knockout. Riotously
funny and wickedly tender." — Taylor Jenkins Reid,
New York Times bestselling author of Daisy Jones and
the Six People Magazine Best Book of Summer 2020 Named a Must-Read Summer book by Town &
Country - Named One of the 14 Best Books of
Summer 2020 by Harper's Bazaar - One of Library
Journal's 2020 "Titles to Watch" - One of the 30 Best
Beach Reads According to Parade Magazine The Devil
Wears Prada meets Postcards From the Edge in a
hilariously heartfelt novel influenced in part by the
author’s time assisting Carrie Fisher. Charlie Besson is
tense and sweating as he prepares for an insane job
interview. His car is idling, like his life, outside the
Hollywood mansion of Kathi Kannon, star of stage and
screen and People magazine’s worst dressed list. She
needs an assistant. He needs a hero. Kathi is an icon,
bestselling author, and an award winning actress,
most known for her role as Priestess Talara in a
blockbuster sci-fi film. She’s also known in another
role: crazy. Admittedly so. Famously so. Fabulously
so, as Charlie quickly discovers. Their three year
odyssey is filled with late night shopping sprees, last
minute trips to see the aurora borealis, and an
initiation to that most sacred of Hollywood tribes: the
personal assistant. But Kathi becomes much more
than a boss, and as their friendship grows, Charlie
must make a choice. Will he always be on the
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sidelines of life, assisting the great forces that be, or
can he step into his own leading role? Laugh-out-loud
funny, and searingly poignant, Byron Lane's A Star is
Bored is a novel that, like the star at its center, is
enchanting and joyous, heartbreaking and hopeful.

The TCP/IP Guide
"This book is the best way for beginning developers to
learn wxWidgets programming in C++. It is a musthave for programmers thinking of using wxWidgets
and those already using it." –Mitch Kapor, founder of
Lotus Software and the Open Source Applications
Foundation Build advanced cross-platform
applications that support native look-and-feel on
Windows, Linux, Unix, Mac OS X, and even Pocket PC
Master wxWidgets from start to finish–even if you've
never built GUI applications before Leverage
advanced wxWidgets capabilities: networking,
multithreading, streaming, and more Foreword by
Mitch Kapor, founder, Lotus Development and Open
Source Application Foundation wxWidgets is an easyto-use, open source C++ API for writing GUI
applications that run on Windows, Linux, Unix, Mac OS
X, and even Pocket PC–supporting each platform's
native look and feel with virtually no additional
coding. Now, its creator and two leading developers
teach you all you need to know to write robust crossplatform software with wxWidgets. This book covers
everything from dialog boxes to drag-and-drop, from
networking to multithreading. It includes all the tools
and code you need to get great results, fast. From
AMD to AOL, Lockheed Martin to Xerox, world-class
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developers are using wxWidgets to save money,
increase efficiency, and reach new markets. With this
book, you can, too. wxWidgets quickstart: event/input
handling, window layouts, drawing, printing, dialogs,
and more Working with window classes, from simple
to advanced Memory management, debugging, error
checking, internationalization, and other advanced
topics Includes extensive code samples for Windows,
Linux (GTK+), and Mac OS X

Windows 10 Step by Step
Learn the Raspberry Pi 3 from the experts! Raspberry
Pi User Guide, 4th Edition is the "unofficial official"
guide to everything Raspberry Pi 3. Written by the Pi's
creator and a leading Pi guru, this book goes straight
to the source to bring you the ultimate Raspberry Pi 3
manual. This new fourth edition has been updated to
cover the Raspberry Pi 3 board and software, with
detailed discussion on its wide array of configurations,
languages, and applications. You'll learn how to take
full advantage of the mighty Pi's full capabilities, and
then expand those capabilities even more with add-on
technologies. You'll write productivity and multimedia
programs, and learn flexible programming languages
that allow you to shape your Raspberry Pi into
whatever you want it to be. If you're ready to jump
right in, this book gets you started with clear, step-bystep instruction from software installation to system
customization. The Raspberry Pi's tremendous
popularity has spawned an entire industry of add-ons,
parts, hacks, ideas, and inventions. The movement is
growing, and pushing the boundaries of possibility
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along with it—are you ready to be a part of it? This
book is your ideal companion for claiming your piece
of the Pi. Get all set up with software, and connect to
other devices Understand Linux System Admin
nomenclature and conventions Write your own
programs using Python and Scratch Extend the Pi's
capabilities with add-ons like Wi-Fi dongles, a touch
screen, and more The credit-card sized Raspberry Pi
has become a global phenomenon. Created by the
Raspberry Pi Foundation to get kids interested in
programming, this tiny computer kick-started a
movement of tinkerers, thinkers, experimenters, and
inventors. Where will your Raspberry Pi 3 take you?
The Raspberry Pi User Guide, 3rd Edition is your
ultimate roadmap to discovery.

LAN Switching and Wireless, CCNA
Exploration Companion Guide
Windows 8 Absolute Beginner’s Guide Make the most
of your new Windows 8 device—without becoming a
technical expert! This book is the fastest way to take
control of Windows 8, and use it to create, connect,
and discover… simplify and organize your whole life…
learn more, play more, do more, live better! Even if
you’ve never used Windows 8 before, this book will
show you how to do what you want, one incredibly
clear and easy step at a time. Windows 8 has never,
ever been this simple! Who knew how simple
Windows 8 could be? This is the easiest, most
practical beginner’s guide to navigating Windows
8—whether from a desktop, notebook, or tablet…
simple, reliable instructions for doing everything you
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really want to do! Here’s a small sample of what you’ll
learn: • Discover Windows 8’s whole new approach to
running a computer • Run Windows 8 the way that’s
easiest for you: mouse, touch, or keyboard • Find and
use the old Windows Desktop along with all your
favorite Windows XP and 7 programs • Get online with
Internet Explorer® 10 and master its new tools and
shortcuts • Set up your home network, printer, and
other devices • Master quick, easy new ways to use
Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn® • Safeguard your
personal information and keep it private • Enjoy all
your digital photos, videos, movies, and music •
Connect with anyone through email, messaging, and
video chat • Discover and play new Windows 8
games, and use Windows to control your Xbox 360 •
Manage even the most gigantic collections of data
and media • Automatically back up your information
to external drives, DVDs, or Microsoft SkyDrive® • Fix
problems, protect yourself from viruses, and keep
Windows 8 working reliably Paul Sanna is the author
of almost two dozen computer books on topics such
as Microsoft Windows, Internet Explorer, and Windows
security. He has extensive experience working with
and explaining pre-release versions of Windows. He
currently advises his clients on software decisions,
both for the desktop and for large business projects.

Cross-Platform GUI Programming with
wxWidgets
Certified Wireless Network Administrator (CWNA) is
the standard of knowledge for wireless LANs. This is
the official study guide for the CWNA exam and is
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endorsed by the Wireless LAN Association.

PfSense 2 Cookbook
Create your own innovative applications in computer
vision, game design, music, robotics, and other areas
by taking full advantage of Kinect’s extensive
interactive, multi-media platform. With this book, you
get a step-by-step walkthrough of the best techniques
and tools to come out of the OpenKinect project, the
largest and most active Kinect hacking community.
Learn dozens of hacks for building interfaces that
respond to body movements, gestures, and voice,
using open source toolkits such as openFrameworks,
the Processing IDE, and OpenKinect driver library.
Whether you’re an artist, designer, researcher, or
hobbyist, this book will give you a running start with
Kinect. Set up a development environment in
Windows 7, Mac OSX, or Ubuntu Build special effects
apps with tools such as Synapse and Cinder Create
gestural interfaces to integrate and control digital
music components Capture the realistic motions of a
3D model with NI mate, Blender, and Animata Design
gesture-based games with the ZigFu SDK Recreate
the dimensions of any room in realtime, using
RGBDemo Use gestures to navigate robots and
control PC interfaces

Networking with MikroTik
Provides step-by-step instructions on basic hacking
techniques and reverse engineering skills along with
information on Xbox security, hardware, and software.
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Hacking the Xbox
Game Console Hacking
Master the art of managing, securing, and monitoring
your network using the powerful pfSense 2.3 About
This Book You can always do more to secure your
software – so extend and customize your pfSense
firewall Build a high availability security system that's
fault tolerant – and capable of blocking any threats
Put the principles of better security into practice –
unlock a more stable and reliable firewall Who This
Book Is For SysAdmins and security pros – get more
from the world's leading firewall with this book. You
can always do more to secure your software, so start
here. What You Will Learn Configure pfSense services
such as DHCP, Dynamic DNS, captive portal, DNS,
NTP and SNMP Set up a managed switch to work with
VLANs Use pfSense to allow, block and deny traffic
Make use of the traffic shaper to lower and raise the
priority of certain types of traffic Set up and connect
to a VPN tunnel with pfSense Incorporate redundancy
and high availability by utilizing load balancing and
the Common Address Redundancy Protocol (CARP)
Explore diagnostic tools in pfSense to solve network
problems In Detail pfSense has the same reliability
and stability as even the most popular commercial
firewall offerings on the market – but, like the very
best open-source software, it doesn't limit you. You're
in control – you can exploit and customize pfSense
around your security needs. If you're familiar with
pfSense you probably knew that already. This book
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builds on any knowledge you may already have, and
provides you with a clear route to expand your skills
and pfSense's capabilities. You'll learn how to
customize and configure pfSense to construct a
firewall that can protect you from any potential
security threats. Find out how to set up a VPN, and
build a high-availability system that provides
redundancy and fault tolerance – essential when
security and software performance are so
interdependent. With further guidance on how to use
a diverse range of third-party packages – all of which
will help you unlock more from pfSense, this book
covers everything you need - and more – to get a highquality, reliable firewall up and running for a fraction
of the cost. Style and approach Practical and
actionable, tackle some advanced functionalities of
pfSense with minimum fuss. We know you don't just
want an instruction manual – you want to put the
principles of better security into practice. That's
exactly why we produced this book.

Reversing
Part how-to guide, part travelogue, this book not only
outlines the step-by-step process to getting a job on a
luxury yacht, it also reveals what life is really like
aboard these oceangoing toys.

Hackproofing Your Wireless Network
At least four million people will purchase a Mac in
2005, and whether it's a PC or a laptop, it is likely to
support at least one type of wireless feature. "The
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Mac Users Guide to Living Wirelessly,"shows readers
how to use wireless technology effectively, creatively,
and safely. No technical experience or know-how is
required and the book will have new Mac and/or new
wireless users up and running in no time. A
comprehensive guide to every existing Mac wireless
technology and device, the book serves as great all-inone reference tool. The hot new wireless Tiger
features as well as the new Airport Express are both
covered. With this book, Mac users can successfully
navigate all the wireless technologies that their Macs
support, from Wi-Fi to Bluetooth and beyond.

Autonomous Vehicle Technology
The quick way to learn Windows 10 This is learning
made easy. Get more done quickly with Windows 10.
Jump in wherever you need answers--brisk lessons
and colorful screenshots show you exactly what to do,
step by step. Discover fun and functional Windows 10
features! Work with the new, improved Start menu
and Start screen Learn about different sign-in
methods Put the Cortana personal assistant to work
for you Manage your online reading list and annotate
articles with the new browser, Microsoft Edge Help
safeguard your computer, your information, and your
privacy Manage connections to networks, devices,
and storage resources
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